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1. IKtroduction

Whenever there is supplementary information available, the
sampler tends to utilise it in the methods of estimation which gives
maximum efficiency. The ordinary ratio method of estimation makes
use of just one supplementary variable and gives more efficient
estimator than simple unbiased estimator provided thevariable under
study ishighly positively correlated with the supplementary variable.
Quite often information on many supplementary variables are
available in the survey which can be utilised to increase the
precision of the estimate. Olkin (1958) has considered the use of
multi-supplementary variables in building up ratio estimator and
this estimator has been found to be efficient under much the same
conditions. However, when the supplementary variables are nega
tively correlated with the study variable, ratio method oF estimatioD
cannot be efficiently used. In such cases, for the use of single
supplementary variable, Murthy (1964) has considered the comple
mentary situation of improving upon the unbiased estimator by
considering a suitable product estimator. The present p^eEdb-^an
extension of the usual product estimator to the multi-i^^iate ca:se.\\
The estimator has been introduced in a general form. ,/Jn;Section 2,
exact expressions for bias and mean square error havei^e^en obtained .
and then comparisons have been made between diffeftnt types of.
estimators in Section 3. The estimator has been extended to two- .•

phase sampling scheme also. An empirical study is also included
for illustration.

2. Multi-variate Product Method of Estimation

Let there be k supplementary variables (xi), (Xj), ...(xj.) infor
mation on which is available for each unit of the population; Let
y and Xi be the unbiased estimators of the parameters Y and Xi
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corresponding to the variable under study andthe i-th supplementary
variable (f=l, 2, ... k), based on any probability sample design and
let Xi be known in advance. Then the multi-variate productestimator
may be defined as

. y.= s ...(2.1)
i=i

where

and weights Wi's are such that
k

i=l

Now we shall obtain the exact expressions for the bias and
mean square error of this estimator, though as usual, for the sake of
comparisons in the next section, an approximation of the order n~^
has been considered.

Let us write

Xi=Xi(^+ed,i=^,'^, ... ,1^
and y=Y(l+eo)
where E (ei)=0 for all /, i= 0, 1, 2, ... , k.

The subscript 0 will irdicate the variable y, such that Poi will
mean the correlation coefficient between y and x, and so on. Then
we get,

E{Yp)=^Y^WiE{p-] ...(2.2)
i /

and

M (Yp )=Y^ S 2 WiWi cov {Pt, Pj)IPiP} ...(2.3)
• iJ

where Pi—YXt.

We note that

/'i = .Pz (l+^o) (l + Cj)

=Pi(l+«f-fW
where «(= (eo-fe«), Pi=(eoej)

which gives -. ^^^j=l+E(Pi)

and )+£(«,p,>+£(p#,)
ritj

...
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Now substituting these values of

in equation (2.2) and (2.3) we get the exact expression for thebias

jk

and mean square error of Yg as

where

BiY^) = Ywb'

M {y;)=Y^w (^+5+C)w'

^ = -B=(fi«), C=(c,v)

...(2.4)

...(2.5)

are matrices of order kxk each, b and w are vectors represented by
(6i, &2 —h) and iw^w^, ... Wj.) respectively, b' and w' are the trans-
pose of b and w. It may be noted that the matrices A, B and C are
at least semi positive definite. Obviously the estimator will be
unbiased only if 6'=0 which will happen if the correlation between
y and Xi is equal to zero.

In case of sampling schemes such as simple random sampling
or varying probability with replacement or any other sampling scheme
involving selection of independent sub-samples,

I cov (Pi, p,)
PiPi

and

where n is the sample size or number of sub-samules.

•te)- 1+
n

cov {piPi) _ an bit Cij
Pi Pi K n®

take the form
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This shows that the contribution of the terms involving and
7I-® in the mean square error may be neglected for large values of n in
which case (2.5) reduces to

M {Y;)=YHv Aw'. ...(2.6)

Following the procedure used by Olkin (1958) for determina
tion of optimum weights it can easily be established that

sum of the elements in column of A-^i
sum of all elements in A'

eA-'
i.e. w

,1-1

e e' '

where e=(l, 1, ... 1) kx 1 and A-^
is the matrix inverse of A.

Assuming that weights for all the supplementary variables are
uniform which will happen only when the sums of each column of

A

matrix A are equal the optimum iv is then given by (elk) and corres
ponding bias and mean square by

A eb' d
B {Y^)=Y—^ and M (F,)=r j-

where c? is the scalar such that (J^O) and for d=Q implies
that A is singular.

As an example of uniform weights let us suppose

Ci—C, Poi=po

and

p«=p0'?^;)forall/=l, l,2.../c... (2.7)

which gives the bias and mean square error as

B{Y^)=Y?fioC ...(2.8)

and Af(7j,)= ^ C'" (1—p)+^(CoH2p„C„C+pC2 ^
...(2.9)

where Cj,-= CjQ, Co, C, and Q

being the coefficients of variation of the estimates y, Xi and x,
respectively." • .
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If in addition

then

P=Po and Co=C

B(Y,)=YpC'

Y2
M '1^ {lc+l-9l-3k) C\

3. Comparison of the .Estimators

3"I. Unbiased estimator and multivariate product estimator

A comparison can be made when nosupplementary information
is employed i.e. simple unbiased estimator with the ordinary product

• estimator which utilisejust one supplementary variable. It will be
noticed that use of this product estimator will be justified if
P<—i (CjCo). Similar criterion can easily be obtained by comparing
mean square error of the present estimator given in equation (2.9)
Mth the variance of unbiased estimator y given by

F(j) = 72

We get the condition as

l+(t-»p <-
for the efficient use ofA:-variate product estimator. If p<,= o, C«=C,
the condition takes the form

In this connection it may be mentioned that the multi-variate
\ k

ratio estimator 7, =S WiriZi is more efficient than usual unbiased
i=\

estimator y under the condition (2.7) of uniform weights, when.

1+(A:-1) p

where is ratio of y to Xu

Hence the estimator to be used in a particular situation when
^-supplementary variables are utilised in the above forms is the

Product estimator, S if-1 <
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Unbiased estimator, y, if —i (C/Co) p<+K^/^o)

Ratio estimator, S WinXi, if -f (C/C,,) <

provided Fand X '̂s are all positive. In case otherwise, the condi
tions will get changed accordingly. Now putting A:= 1, we get the
conditions obtained by Murthy (1964).

3'2. Uni-variate versus multi-variate product estimator

Theorem. Let and 7^,, denote respectively the multi-vari
ate product estimators of Ywith optimum weights based on the sets
of supplementary variables (xj, (x2),...X(j) and (xj, where
k is greater than q. Then

M (7^,) > M(7^ft).

Proof of the theorem is similar to Olkin (1958) and is omitted

here. If/c= 1, 7,i denotes the uni-variate product estimator. As a
particular case of the above theorem, when the weights are uniform
and the condition (2-7) is satisfied, we get,

M(7,,)-M(7,,)=PC^ (1-p) > 0.

Application of above results can be studied for any particular
sampling scheme. The expression in case of simple random sampling
can be easily obtained with the help ofresults derived by Sukhatme
(1953).

4. An Empirical Study

For the purpose of the present study reference is made to an
investigation undertaken by the Biometry Research Unit of the Indian
Statistical Institute in connection with multi-variate investigation of
blood chemistry. Such investigation entails the collection ofmultiple
measurements on each individual examined to study the blood
chemistry. Data were collected on 32 variables for three groups of
individuals and details of finding are given by Das (1966). For the
purpose of present illustration we consider the estimation of 'eosino-
phil' (one of the 32 variables) content, based on data for Group C
collected ,on 69 individuals, and compare the unbiased, uni-variate
product and two-variate product estimator, considering 'height' and
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'weight' as the two supplementary variables, for a simple random
sample of size n.

A

For two-variate product estimator, we have MYp^ = Y'̂ w A w'

where ^=(^1, Wa), and

_/Co2+2Coi+CoHCo,+Co,-hC,,\
\^CoHC„,+ Coi+Qi C„2+2Co2+C/ J-

The optimum weight

w,
2C+3Coa+Q''+Cot+C,a _

^ 4 iCo'-hCoi+C„,)+Ci' +C^+2C,,

It may be mentioned that C,- and (i¥=J+0, 1, 2) are the co
efficient of variation and corr. coeff. respectively for the sample

N—n
means. For the present scheme Ci^=RCi'^, where i?= and

C/ are defined for the corresponding variables.

We have the following values for this population

Co'=0.60 poi=-0.1752

Ci'=0.033 Po2=-0.2505

C2'=0.28 Pi2= 0.0099

which gives ^=10.48 and ^2=0.52 and the corresponding m.s.e.
as

y2/?(0.3541) and =r2i?(0.3343)

showing that the relative efficiency of unbiased, uni-variate product
and two-variate product estimator as 100, 104 and 110 respectively
It may be | noted that this example is being given here by way of
illustration and not suggesting the use of product etimator invariably
for such studies as the gain in efficiency is not much.

5. Two-Phase Sampling Procedure

We shall suppose that information on the variables (xj), (x^),
...,(Xft)is not readily available but could be collected rather inexpen
sively from a fairly large sample. In this case the preliminary
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sample of size «i is taken in whicii only x/s are observed. The
second-phase sample of size in which y alone is observed may be
drawn in two ways, namely, {i) a sub-sample of the preliminary
sample. (z7) independent sub-sample.

Assuming that a simple random sample (without replace
ment) is drawn at both the phases, we get the following estimators.
Case {i). An estimator of the population mean can be defined as

A

...(5-1)

where Pi—yxi; y and Xi being sample means based on the second

phase sample and X/ is the mean based on the preliminary sample.

Here Zj'which is estimator of A',- is. also subject to the sampling
error. We get,

V(Y^t)='Y Si S,- Wi Wi cov (pi, pdlPi'Pj'

= 5. Wi Wi

= r wDw' ...(5-2)

where (1-/i)(CiQ p„+p„fCoC,-t-p„iC„Cj)
'<2 'h

and D={dij)k x k and P/^Y. X/.

The optimum w/s can be defined in the similar way replacing
matrix A by D, The mean square error of product estimator when
only one supplementary information is used will be given as [assum
ing the weights w/® are uniform and (2'7) is satisfied],

M(nO= ^[(1-/.) C„H(l-/i)(CH2 PoCoC)]
"2

where /i and/2 (= are f. p.c.
Ignoring/a-

CoHC^+2poCoC C^+2poCoC

...(5-3)
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Case (li). The estimator of the mean in case of independent
sub-sample would bs of the same form as given by equation (5-1).
Its mean square error in this case would be

A

= h>Gh>' ...(5-4)
where G=fe«)/cx/c,

~^ (^o^+PojC'oCi + PojC'oCj-l-pijQCj)

+ PijQQ

and //="!..
-/I JV

If only one supplementary variable is used, the mean square
error of the product estimator (assuming the weights to be uniform)
IS

L\

( Co^+2poCoC+C^
...(5-5)

Both the equations (5"3) and (5'5) are similar tothe expressions
for ratio estimator under similar conditions (Cochran 1963).

The author is grateful to Professor D. B. Lahiri and Professor
M.N, Murthy for help and encouragement in the preparation of this
paper. Thanks are also due to Prof. B. C. Das for providing the
necessary data for the empirical study.

Summary

A multi-variate product estimator of the population total,
similar to Olkin's multi-variate ratio estimator, using data on two or
more supplementary variables, has been suggested here. Exact ex
pressions for the bias and the mean square error of the estimator are
derived and a comparison with the unbiased and the multi-variate
ratio estimators has been made for any sampling design, giving the
specific situations under which either of them may be efiiciently
used. The estimator has also been extended to two-phase sampling
where the data on the supplementary variables are not at hand but
are collected from a large first-phase sample. An empirical study
is also included for illustration.
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